Jordan Resource Management, LLC
My name is Nick Jordan, owner of Jordan Resource Management LLC, and it is with confidence that I
recommend FDC Enterprises, Inc. (FDCE) to complete your vegetation establishment needs for industrial scale
solar projects.
I contacted Tom Schwartz, Vice President of Marketing for FDCE, April 20, 2020 regarding a 720-acre solar
project in southeast Iowa. I was looking to contract a company with expertise and experience in establishing
both cover crops and native grasses at an industrial scale. After speaking with Tom about FDCE qualifications
and experience it was clearly apparent FDCE had the ability to complete the project of this scope in a
professional timely manner.
After negotiating terms of payment during the week of April 20, Tom sent me a contract to review on April
27th. Once the contract was reviewed and approved, I signed the contract on May 18th. Twelve days later on
May 30th, FDCE showed up on site with equipment, staff and required seed. FDCE crew chief consulted with
me and staff to make sure everyone was in concurrence with acreage and planting plan.
FDCE was able to complete the project in
6 days despite being interrupted by rain
and wet field conditions for 2 days. I was
pleased that the crew stayed on site and
June 4, 2020 grass/oats in rows 5 days post plant
completed the project once field
conditions allowed. The entire 720 acres
was completed by June 4th. FDCE
definitely made me and my project a
priority and their attention to detail was
impressive. I visited the site 5 days after
planting and the seed was already coming
out of the ground. All FDCE employees
from administration, sales and production
were prompt, professional and great to
work with. FDCE’s follow-up paperwork
and reports were thorough and timely. I
have no hesitation recommending FDCE for vegetation (both native and cover crop) establishment on solar
projects or any other project that has large scale specialized establishment requirements. If you would like
additional firsthand accounting of my experience with FDCE please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Nick Jordan
Please email moreinfo@fdcenterprises.com for contact information for Nick Jordan.

